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Abstract

The fatigue strength of structural details are usually based on nominal stresses and
S-N curves given in the design standards. Using S-N curves to analyse the fatigue
strength often gives reliable estimates of the fatigue strength. However, the S-N
curves are limited to similar structural geometries and loading conditions as per-
formed during the fatigue experiments behind the S-N curves. When conditions
deviate from the experimental specimens more advanced methods are required to
determine the fatigue strength of the joint. One such method is based on linear
elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM:s). The results obtained from a LEFM approach
are depending on the parameters controlling the initial crack and growth param-
eters, and standards such as International Institute of Welding IIW recommends
the initial parameters to be based on fatigue experiments.

The objective of this report is to provide recommendations of the initial crack
depth and initial crack shape, together with weld toe radius and crack growth
parameters to be used in Paris power law. These recommendations will be based
on five experimental studies and fitted to the results. The aim of this report is
to provide design engineers and researchers with reasonable initial parameters to
perform advanced analyses of welded steel structures and to estimate the fatigue
strength of new structural details.

The report resulted in five different recommendations to be used, and for details
containing residual stresses of yield strength magnitude the different recommenda-
tions gave a scatter of 24% in fatigue strength at 2 million load cycles. This type of
scatter is reasonable given the uncertainty in the results of welded steel structures
subjected to fatigue loading.

Keywords: fatigue, welded steel structures, linear elastic fracture mechanics, fa-
tigue experiments
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Chapter 1

Introduction

The fatigue strength of a few critical details in steel bridges and steel and concrete
composite bridges are often decisive for the capacity of the entire bridge and usually
sets the limit for the minimum amount of steel required. A critical structural detail
that is typically used for these type of bridges is the connection of the intermediate
cross-bracing system to the two longitudinal girders, as illustrated in Figure 1.1.
Fatigue strength of typical details used in steel structures are gathered in fatigue
strength curves (S-N curves) in design codes such as the Eurocode CEN (2008),
and each structural detail is based on several experiments. The fatigue strength
is often given as the stress range at which the detail can sustain 2 million load
cycles, and in the Eurocode the fatigue strength can vary from 36 to 125MPa
for welded structural details and depends on the structural detail in question and
type of loading. The lower fatigue strength corresponds to details such as the load
carrying fillet welded T-joint, and the upper fatigue strength to details such as the
beam with continuous automatic longitudinal welds.

A way of lowering the amount of steel used for steel bridges and steel and concrete
composite bridges is to improve the fatigue strength by proposing new structural
details. However, since performing fatigue experiments are both costly and time
consuming, a method to get an accurate estimate of the fatigue strength of struc-
tural details is necessary. Accurate estimation of the fatigue life for structural
details that do not conform with the standardized detail categories in the design
codes is a difficult task that relies on several critical assumptions. To mention a
few, assumptions regarding the initial crack size and shape, crack growth behaviour
and rate, and local geometry of the component has to be made before performing
a detailed fatigue analysis.

By analysing several different experiments, including different structural details
and welding procedures, recommendations in order to get a good estimate of the
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2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

Cross-bracing

Vertical stiffener

Longitudinal girder
Concrete deck

Figure 1.1: Connection of the intermediate cross-beam to the longitudinal girders
in a steel and concrete composite bridge. Figure taken from Trafikverket (2020).

fatigue strength based on a linear elastic fracture mechanical (LEFM) approach can
be given for each experiment. These recommendations will include size of the weld
toe radius, initial crack depth and initial crack shape, together with appropriate
material parameters to use in Paris power law. With these recommendations, a
fatigue strength and the possible scatter in results can be estimated for a structural
detail that is not given by the fatigue strength curves in the design codes.

1.1 Aims and scope of the report

The objective of this report is to produce recommendations of initial parameters to
use in a linear elastic fracture mechanical approach to determine the fatigue strength
of a given component. The aim of the report is to provide means of estimating the
fatigue strength of structural details and loading conditions not covered by the
design standards, such as the Eurocode. The recommendations will be based on
polynomial equations giving the fatigue life as a function of the initial parameters
of five fatigue experiments. These polynomial equations are fitted to experimental
results. The parameters that are covered, are the material constants in Paris power
law together with the initial crack depth and shape and the weld toe radius. Only
welded details will be treated.



Chapter 2

Fatigue

2.1 Experimental data

The fatigue strength of structural joints and of base materials are often gathered
in S-N curves, which are obtained from fatigue experiments – typical S-N curves
can be found in the EurocodeCEN (2008). The S-N curves are based on the mean
value of the fatigue strength minus two standard deviations, this is associated with
a survival rate of 97.5%. The data behind Eurocode 3 - Fatigue design rules, are
complied from several different sources, and the data is summarized in Brozzetti
et al. (2018). Material from Gurney and Maddox (1972), Albrecht and Friedland
(1979) and Fisher et al. (1969), amongst others, have contributed to the background
of the S-N curves used in the Eurocode. The S-N curve is given by:

logN = log a−m log ∆σ (2.1)

where N is the number of cycles to failure at stress range ∆σ, a is the intercept
value of N -axis of the S-N curve and m is the inverse slope of the S-N curve. The
intercept value for a survival rate of 97.5%, log a, is calculated as:

log a = log a1 − 2 δ (2.2)

where log a1 is the intercept value for the mean strength curve (50% survival rate)
and δ is the standard deviation of logN . DNV GL (2015), specifies a standard
deviation of 0.2, which can be used if the standard deviation, for some reason, is
not obtainable from the experimental data.

Difference between small and full scale component testing
Usually, fatigue experiments are performed on joints that are considerably smaller
than the joints to be used in the intended structure and, as has been noted, the
fatigue strength might therefore be quite different. As a consequence, some of

3
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the experimental results have to be corrected to account for effects such as plate
thickness and residual stress distribution.

As the plate in which the fatigue crack might initiate and propagate becomes
thicker, the fatigue strength usually decreases. This is due to: (1) a larger ma-
terial volume leads to a higher risk of encountering large defects; (2) the stress
gradient is less steep in a thicker plate, thus a crack that is initiating and propagat-
ing will have a higher stress distribution along the depth of the crack; (3) a thicker
plate has a lower fracture toughness; (4) the residual stresses are higher for thicker
plates. In the Eurocode the fatigue strength is usually adjusted to account for the
thickness effect by a reduction in the fatigue strength according to:

∆σC,red = ks∆σc

ks = (25/t)0.2 (2.3)

where ks is the correction factor and t is the plate thickness in which the crack will
initiate and propagate.

Essentially before the 1950’s it was believed that residual stresses had little or no
effect on the fatigue life – this was based on comparative tests on narrow butt-
welded components in as-welded and stress relieved condition subjected to pulsat-
ing tension, Gurney (1968). The first author to report differently was Kudryavstev
(1956), which was cited by Gurney (1968). Unlike previous experimental studies,
Kudryavstsev noticed a large reduction in fatigue strength for longitudinally fillet
welded joints under full reversal loading. Soon after this Trufyakov (1958) mea-
sured the residual stresses in the transverse direction by an X-ray technique for
specimens of different plate dimensions and noticed that the residual stress level
depended on the specimens width. For a width of 70mm the transverse residual
stresses were no higher than 24.7MPa (1.6 tonf/in2), and for a width of 210mm the
transverse residual stresses were close to yield strength of the material (242MPa,
15.7 tonf/in2). Furthermore, for a plate with the dimensions 300 × 26mm the
residual stresses in the centre of the plate, due to a transverse butt-weld, was close
to the yield strength. Meanwhile for a similar specimen, but with dimensions of
70 × 16mm, the residual stresses were merely 25N/mm2 – giving further proof that
the magnitude of the residual stresses are highly depending on the cross-sectional
dimensions of the specimens and that previous experimental studies had used spec-
imens that were too small. From these studies, Trufyakov recommended that a
width of at least 200mm and a thickness of no less than 26mm should be used
when determining the fatigue strength of butt-welded specimens.

For transverse butt-welded joints with narrow widths, the temperature distribution
across the specimen width, as a consequence of welding, will be considerably more
even compared to wider specimens, which will lead to lower residual stresses – this
argument holds for transverse fillet welds as well. This "problem" usually does not
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occur for longitudinal welded joints as only a part of the width of the specimen is
being heated; this does however require a certain minimum width, typically about
125mm Gurney (1968).

To compensate for a lower residual stress level in smaller components, the fatigue
experiment can be conducted under a higher stress ratio, usually a stress ratio of
R > 0.5 is sufficient, as could be seen in Adedipe et al. (2017), where the crack
propagation rate was similar for R = 0.5 and R = 0.7. The reason for this is
most likely that crack closure, which could decrease the propagation rate, is not
observed for high stress ratios. Another option is to retroactively compensate for the
difference in fatigue strength as a result of a lower residual stress level in a smaller
joint compared to that in a full scale joint. For the experimental data collected
in Gurney and Maddox (1972), this was compensated by a shift and rotation of
the S-N curve. The fatigue strength was reduced by a factor of 0.815 at 2 million
cycles and the S-N curve was rotated as to intersect with the previous curve at
247MPa (16tons/in2), which would correspond to the yield strength of the joint –
this correction procedure was determined by fitting all, at the time, available data
of fatigue experiments performed at R = 0 and R = 0.5, and was confirmed to be
suitable by the experimental data produced in Gurney (1977).

Initial defects in welded structures
Initial defects in welded structures can be divided into two groups, namely, internal
defects and external defects. Internal defects are defects that are confined within
the material, such as voids, inclusions, porosity, cracks, lack of fusion and incom-
plete penetration. External defects could for instance be weld undercut or overlap.
The aim of all welded structures that are subjected to cyclic loads is to keep the
magnitude of the initial defects as small as possible. However, fully avoiding them
is not possible.

Gurney and Maddox
In Gurney and Maddox (1972) fatigue data from several different sources has been
gathered and re-analysed in an attempt to form a uniform list of fatigue data for
which, at the time, future standards could be based on – the work resulted in
six fatigue classes from B to G; class A was reserved for base material. In total,
data from 22 types of joints were collected and only experiments that corresponds
to fully tensile loading was included. The fatigue data stems from experiments
produced after the 1950’s – the document was produced in 1972 and the fatigue
data collected after the 1950’s were assumed to be representative for, at the time,
modern welding technologies and materials. The gathered data has for a few details
been corrected both in terms of mean slope of the SN-curves and to account for
that the residual stresses are different in small scale experiments compared to larger
structural components for specimens with transverse welds. In the analysis of
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the detail category and slope of the SN-curve, an assumption was made, that all
specimens for a certain structural detail were drawn from the same population.
However, this assumption was proven to be false for a few details, since the mean
slope of all the compiled experiments for a specific detail were clearly different from
the slope of each individual group of experiments. The slope of the detail was
then corrected by calculating the slopes of each individual group of experiments
and taking the mean value of the slopes, and passing it through the "centre of
gravity" of essentially all experimental data points of that particular detail. The
smallest standard deviation of logN was 0.0851 and the largest was 0.2651 for the
22 different joints. Based on a plot of mean life and mean life minus two standard
deviations at an arbitrarily picked load level of 126MPa (8 tons/in2), it became
visually obvious in which of the six classes the different joints should be allocated
to. This process weighted the final regression line for each class in proportion to the
number of experiments available for each joint. Due to that several structural details
are placed in the same joint class, the 95% confidence limit might be conservative
for some details and, as expressed in Gurney and Maddox (1972), "somewhat less
safe for others". The slope for each individual class was obtained by taking the
mean fatigue strength (σ1 and σ2) at N1 = 2 × 106 and N2 = 105 cycles and
calculating the negative inverse slope as:

−m = logN1 − logN2

log σ1 − log σ2
(2.4)

The adjusted S-N curves of the six classes are given in Figure 2.1, the fatigue
strength curves corresponds to mean fatigue strength minus two standard devia-
tions. In Table 2.1 the different details belonging to each individual class is given,
together with fatigue strength at 2 million cycles and the slope of the SN curve.
Class A which was not analysed in Gurney and Maddox (1972) can instead be es-
timated from material in Gurney (1968), which has an adjusted slope of m = 6.59.
The S-N curves were adjusted, especially the slope of joint class C and D. These
curves were arbitrarily adjusted as to not have two joint classes intersecting for the
upper and lower limit of the possible working stress range, and were adjusted to
make the design more rational for design engineers. In all cases except for curve
C this was done by making the curves steeper, which was motivated by that a
steeper slope would lead to a safer design for low stress ranges which are typical
for the design of bridges. Furthermore, it should be noted that for stress ranges in
the vicinity of the detail category for each joint (fatigue strength at 2 million load
cycles), the change in slope will only have a minor effect on the estimated fatigue
life.

Albrecht and Friedland
The main focus of Albrecht and Friedland (1979) is on variable-amplitude fatigue
tests of fillet welded transverse stiffeners presented in Figure 2.2. However, also data
from constant amplitude fatigue tests are presented. All specimens were of the same
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Figure 2.1: Joint classes representing the mean fatigue strengths minus two stan-
dard deviations according to the data collected, re-evaluated and adjusted in Gur-
ney and Maddox (1972), from which the figure is also reproduced from.

dimensions but welded in two different ways; either by automatic submerged-arc
process or by manual arc welding. The material of all the specimens were A588
high strength low alloy structural steel with a yield strength of 345MPa. The
specimens were gripped at the ends of the flat main plate and loaded in tension.
All cracks nucleated along the weld toe line and afterwards propagated through
the thickness of the main plate perpendicular to the applied force. The specimens
failed in a ductile manner when the net section approached the ultimate tensile
strength. Two batches of experiments are presented in Appendix A and analysed
through a linear elastic fracture mechanical approach.

Fisher and Stallmeyer

One of the studies that were compiled in Gurney and Maddox (1972) is the work
produced by Fisher and Stallmeyer (1958). In this report the authors studied six
different types of beam splices and also beams without splices. All steel girders with
beam splices were produced from A-373-54T steel, with a yield strength of 268MPa
(38,800 psi) and 239MPa (34,600 psi), for a thickness of 4.8mm (3/16 in.) and
25.4mm (1 in.), respectively. The thickness of the web plate was 4.8mm (3/16 in.)
and the height was 254mm (10 in.). The width of the flange was 127mm (5 in.) and
the thickness was 25.4mm (1 in.). The beams were simply supported with a span
of 3048mm (10 feet), and loaded under four point bending; the stress was measure
in the extreme fibre in the top flange in the constant bending moment zone. Three
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Table 2.1: Fatigue joint classes, type of joints in each class and the corresponding
fatigue strength [MPa] at 2 million load cycles and the slope of the S-N curve m.
The table is reproduced from data presented in Gurney and Maddox (1972).

Joint
class

Type of joints Fatigue
Strength

Slope m

B Continuous automatic longitudinal butt welds. 181 4.76
C Continuous automatic longitudinal fillet welds. 122 3.56

D Continuous manual longitudinal welds.
Transverse manual butt welds.

91 2.86

E Stud shear connectors.
Stiffener to web joints.

82 2.86

F

Submerged arc butt welds.
Butt welds made on permanent backing bar.
Cruciform joints with butt welds.
Intermittent longitudinal fillet welds.
Longitudinal non-load-carrying fillet welds.
Cruciform joint with load carrying fillet welds.
Lap joint with load carrying fillet welds.

61 2.86

G
Non-load-carrying welds on a plate edge.
Longitudinal load-carrying fillet welds.
Beams with welded cover plates.

49 2.86

330
26

6

10

6

50

Figure 2.2: Fillet welded transverse stiffener specimen tested in Albrecht and Fried-
land (1979). The dimensions are given in [mm].
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Type A Type B Type F

Figure 2.3: Splice type "A", "B" and "C". Figure reproduced from Fisher and
Stallmeyer (1958).

of the six splices are illustrated in Figure 2.3. Manual arc welding with E-7016
electrodes with a back-stepping welding procedure was used in the fabrication of
all specimens with a leg length of 6.35mm (1/4 in.). The circular cope holes were
cut to a radius of 19mm (3/4 in.) before the specimen was assembled. Splice type
"A" and "B" failed at three different locations either: (1) at a crack that initiated
from the weld toe of the weld around the cope hole; (2) at or through the toe of
the butt-weld connecting the flanges; (3) failure initiating at the groove between
parallel passes of the butt splice. For splice type "A" three out of 10 specimens failed
at location (1). In one of the three specimens the toe of the butt-weld and the toe of
the fillet weld were located at the same point. For which the crack propagated along
the edge of the butt-weld. In the two other specimens, the region of the butt-weld
and the fillet-weld were separated. For failure location (2), two cracks initiated
within the weld metal at the edge of the flange plate – this was likely due to poor
root penetration. The remaining two specimens failed from a crack initiating at the
toe of the butt-weld. Two specimens failed at location (3). These two specimens
were accidentally fabricated differently, and failed considerably earlier than the rest
of the specimens.

For splice type "B" four out of eight specimens failed at location (1), three at
location (2) and one at location (3). The failure mode for location (1) were similar
for splice "A" and "B", and the crack propagated in a vertical plane traversing the
flange width.

Splice type "F" was tested to study the impact of the cope hole. All three specimens
of type "F" failed at the toe of the filled weld around the cope hole. Comparing the
fatigue strength of splice "A" and "B" with splice "F", the presence of the butt-weld
close to the cope hole reduced its fatigue strength. Type "A" is the most common
beam splice among steel bridges due to the simpler welding process of not having
welds intersect. The fracture mechanical study is presented in Appendix B.
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Fisher et al.

Another study amongst the compiled data in Gurney and Maddox (1972) was made
by Fisher et al. (1969). Fisher et al. (1969) studied the fatigue strength of rolled and
welded beams, rolled and welded beams with cover plates and welded beams with
splices; in total 374 beams were fabricated, out of which 204 were fabricated with
cover plates. Out of the 204 cover plated girders, four different types were tested;
two with transverse fillet welds to the ends of the cover plate and two without; two
with cover plates with a width less than the flange and two with a width greater
than the flange. Beams with wider cover plate than the flange gave a shorter fatigue
life. Herein, the experimental studies for the welded beams with cover plates with
a width less than the width of the flange and with welds covering the ends of the
cover plate are summarized. The detail is illustrated in Figure 2.4. The beams
were tested under four point bending with a span length of 3048mm (10 feet),
the dimensions of the girders were: web 355.6× 7.14mm (14 in.× 9/32 in.); flanges
172.7× 9.5mm (6.8 in.× 3/8 in.). The distance between the two point loads was
610mm (2 feet). The length and width of the cover plate was 1117.6mm× 114.3mm
(3 feet 8 in.× 4.5 in.). The longitudinal fillet welds between the flanges and the web
and the flanges and the cover plates were made with automatic submerged arc
welding. The transverse fillet weld between the ends of the cover plate and the
flange plates were made with manual arc welding. The leg length of the welds
between the web and flange was 4.76mm (3/16 in.) and between the cover plate
and the flange was 6.35mm (1/4 in.). The fatigue tests were terminated when the
deflection had increased by 0.02 in., which corresponded roughly to a crack covering
75% of the thickness of the flange plate. Usually the specimens failed from a fatigue
crack growing in the tension flange. The cracks always initiated at the toe of the
fillet weld in the central portion of the flange. However, cracks were also formed in
the compressive flange, in the regions of high residual tensile stresses. These cracks
usually grew slowly after leaving the tensile residual region. For partial reversal
loading a few beams failed in the compressive flange. That cracks also appeared in
the compressive flange indicates high residual tensile stresses due to the welding.
From visual inspection of the failed surfaces it became apparent that all cracks
initiated due to flaws caused by fabrication and the manufacturing process. Hence
it was argued that a fracture mechanical process could be used to determine the
entire fatigue life. The crack shape of the propagating crack were found to be of a
semi-elliptical shape with a constant aspect ratio a/c equal to about 2/3 for larger
cracks. The fatigue strength for the four different cover plates were slightly different.
The reason for choosing a cover plate with transverse fillet welds at the ends, are
due to a lower risk for corrosion damage under operational conditions outside the
laboratory environment; otherwise the unwelded ends of the cover plates that were
shorter than the flange width produced a higher fatigue life compared the cover
plates with welded ends. To measure the stress range, strain gauges were mounted
onto the bottom surface of the tension flange 127mm (5 in.) from the end of the
cover plate. The nominal stress at the ends of the cover plates were calculated
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Figure 2.4: Weld girder with cover plate with proportions similar to the experiments
used in Fisher et al. (1969).

using the ratio of the moment at the strain gauge and the moment at the end of
the cover plate. The fracture mechanical analysis is presented in Appendix C.

White and Lewszuk
Another study amongst the compiled data in Gurney and Maddox (1972) was made
by White and Lewszuk (1971). White and Lewszuk (1971) studied load carrying
fillet welded cruciform joints for constant and variable loading and for three levels
of mean stress: 0MPa, 77.2MPa (5 tonf/in2) and 154.4MPa (10 tonf/in2), only
data from the latter group was included in the re-evaluated analyses in Gurney and
Maddox (1972). The thickness of the plates was 9.52mm (3/8 in.); the length of
the specimens was 203.2mm (8 in.); and the width of the specimens was 19.05mm
(3/4 in.). The height and the base of the 45◦ non-penetrating fillet welds were
9.52mm (3/8 in.). Approximately half of the specimens failed from root cracking
and the remainder failed from toe cracking. The failure mode for this type of joint
seem to depend on the ratio of fillet weld height over plate thickness, the critical
ratio for root failure is given as 2s/h < 2 where s is the height of the weld and h
is the plate thickness. This ratio was proposed by Ouchida and Nishioka (1964),
which was cited in White and Lewszuk (1971). A fatigue strength of approximately
60MPa could be obtained (expressed as alternating stress), for the specimens tested
under 0 mean stress. The fatigue strength (expressed as alternating stress) was
approximately 37.7MPa for specimens tested under a mean stress of 154.4MPa;
the stress ratio for this test condition ranged between 0.04 < R < 0.8, with a
mean value of R = 0.43. In the tests performed by White and Lewszuk (1971)
the specimen dimensions were too small to be able to hold residual stresses of yield
stress magnitude, and should therefore be corrected. However, for the experimental
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Figure 2.5: Two fillet welded connections between gusset plates and rolled angle
sections studied in Koenigsberger and Green (1953). Showing the configuration of
(a) equal weld lengths,(b) the centroid of the welds coinciding with the centroid of
the angle plate and (c) the angle plate. The dimensions are given in [mm]. The
dimensions of the welds are given as leg-length.

batch which had a mean stress of 154.4MPa, reducing the fatigue strength by a
factor of 0.815, might be too conservative (since this is based on fatigue experiments
performed at R = 0). Therefore, the results for load-carrying fillet welded joints,
which are partly based on the studies made by White and Lewszuk (1971), might
be a bit too conservative.

Koenigsberger and Green

Another study amongst the compiled data in Gurney and Maddox (1972) was made
by Koenigsberger and Green (1953). Koenigsberger and Green (1953) studied the
static and the fatigue capacity of fillet welded connections between gusset plates and
rolled angle sections. In principal, two different welding configurations were studied,
as shown in Figure 2.5. Figure 2.5 (a) shows welds of equal length and Figure 2.5 (b)
shows welds with its length adjusted so that the centre of the two welds coincide with
the centre of the angle plate (referred to as proportional welding). The dimensions
have been translated from inches to mm and slightly adjusted so that the centroids
coincide. All specimens of the configuration with equal welds failed in the angle
plate as indicated in Figure 2.5 (a) and resulted in a fatigue strength 59.2MPa
(95% survival probability). The strength of the proportional welded specimen was
considerably higher, 74.9MPa for which 7 out of 10 failed in the gusset plate as
illustrated in Figure 2.5 (b); the remaining three failed in the angle plate as in the
previous case. The fracture mechanical study is presented in Appendix D.
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2.2 Harrison

In Harrison (1964) the fatigue capacity of friction and fillet welded shear studs were
tested. In total 15 specimens were tested under pulsating tension (nine arc welded
studs and 6 friction welded studs). All specimens failed from the edge of the weld.
The fatigue capacity was slightly greater for the fillet welded shear studs compared
to the friction welded studs. However, as mentioned inHarrison (1964), this could
be due to that the diameter of the shear stud was greater for the fillet welded joint,
compare 25.4mm (1 in.) and 38.1mm (1.5 in.). A major drawback of this work is
that the size of the fillet weld was not presented, therefore the experimental results
could not be used.

2.3 Fatigue assessment through a LEFM approach

Fracture mechanics can be used to determine the residual life of a component that
contain cracks or flaws, and can characterize the fatigue life from an observable crack
or flaw to a complete failure of the component. Linear elastic fracture mechanics
(LEFM) is the most common method to analyse this process, and requires that the
material conditions are predominately linear elastic. For load levels or crack/flaw
sizes that violates these assumptions elastic-plastic fracture mechanics can be used.
However, in this report we will work with the assumption that the LEFM approach
can be used, which will be verified.

The most fundamental parameter in the LEFM approach is the stress intensity
factor (SIF), denoted by K, which is used to quantify the crack tip driving force
and has the SI units ofMPa

√
m. The SIF provides a unique description of the stress

field around the crack tip and accounts for the crack length, geometry and load level.
Therefore, crack growth rate as a function of SIF for a certain component can be
used for other geometries, given that the material and environmental conditions
are similar and that the studied flaws are not too short. The fatigue life is usually
determined by using the Paris power law formula:

da
dN = C(∆K)m (2.5)

where da/dN is the crack growth rate; C and m are a depending on the material,
stress ratio and environment; and ∆K is the range of the stress intensity factor.
This linear relationship between log da/dN and log ∆K, was first proposed in Paris
et al. (1961), and the equation was formulated two years later in Paris and Erdogan
(1963). However, at that time the exponent in the power law was set to m = 4,
and it was later on discovered that it could assume other values – usually between
2 and 4 for structural steels.

The linear log-log relation given in Equation 2.5 is only applicable in the inter-
mediate range of ∆K values, as illustrated in Figure 2.6 and denoted as region
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Figure 2.6: Schematic overview of the three regions of crack growth. The figure is
taken from Skoglund (2019).

B. However, the linear log-log relation can often be extrapolated to region A and
C, due the fact that it will be conservative for region A and the number of cy-
cles spent in region C is usually negligible. It should be noted that it might be
non-conservative if used for growth of short flaws.

Correlation between C and m
There is a correlation between the material parameters C and m in Equation 2.5,
which was first noticed by Kitagawa and Misumi (1971) (published in Japanese),
which was cited by Gurney (1979). Gurney (1979) also collected crack growth data
from roughly 60 specimens under pulsating tension and for steels under plain strain,
including growth rate from the base metal, the weld metal and the HAZ, and found
a linear relationship between the exponentm and logC. The mean relation between
m and C followed:

C = (1.315× 10−4)/895.4m (2.6)
which covers values of m between approximately 1.9 and 5.8. This equation is used
for da/dN in mm/cycle and ∆K in N/mm(3/2). This relationship is also published
in Gurney (1968). For the upper bound limit, the growth value followed:

C = (1.86× 10−4)/895.4m (2.7)

The lower bound limit of the growth value follows, assuming equal distribution of
the scatter:

C = (0.93× 10−4)/895.4m (2.8)
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Figure 2.7: Correlation between C and m in Paris power law. Equation taken
from Gurney (1979), the remaining data points are taken from Adedipe et al. (2017).

Much of the data used to fit Equation 2.6 and Equation 2.7 is reviewed in Maddox
(1974). No mention of the residual stress state in the plates that contained welds
were made. However, the plates were rather wide (between 203 and 254mm) and
would likely be able to hold some residual stresses. Therefore, using this relation
even for specimens for other load ratios than R = 0 can be made, at least as a
rough approximation.

Equation 2.6 together with fatigue growth data points in the base material, in the
heat affected zone (HAZ) and in the weld material of S355 J2+N steel material
are plotted in Figure 2.7, for three different load ratios R. These data points are
taken from Adedipe et al. (2017), and converted from units given as: m/cycle and
MPa

√
m to mm/cycle and N/mm(3/2). Furthermore, each data point reflects the

mean value of a few crack growth experiments. As can be seen these values are
gathered around the relation between C and m, given in Equation 2.6.

Modes of loading
The three basic loading modes by which a crack can extend are illustrated in Fig-
ure 2.8. Mode I is the opening mode and is the most common mode which usually
produces the most damage. Mode II is the in-plane shearing mode, also referred
to as sliding mode. Mode III is the out of plane shearing mode. Mode I is the
most common mode since a crack tends to grow in the plane perpendicular to the
principal tensile stress, this is typical for uni-axial components. All of the fatigue
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Mode I Mode II Mode III

Figure 2.8: The three basic modes of loading. Figure taken from Skoglund (2019)

experiments analysed herein are loaded in uni-axial tension and should therefore
be dominated by mode I loading.

Fracture toughness
The fracture toughness Kc is defined as the critical value of the SIF at which
unstable (rapid) crack growth commences. Kc, typically represents the SIF at the
last load cycle before failure. The fracture toughness is not particularly important
for the total fatigue life, since most of the fatigue life is expended for low SIF
values. However, the fracture toughness dictates the length of the crack before it
becomes unstable and is important from an inspection point of view – a higher
fracture toughness allows for larger cracks to be present in the structure without
rapid failure to occur and a larger crack is more easily detected during inspections.

Kc depends on temperature, type of material, thickness, strain rate and to a small
degree crack length, Stephens et al. (2001).

1. Temperature is one of the most critical factors, and the Kc decreases consid-
erably with decreasing temperature.

2. A higher yield strength of the material decreases the Kc.

3. A larger thickness changes the failure mode from plane stress (for thin spec-
imens) to mixed mode (for medium sized specimen) and to plane strain for
thick specimens. For plane stress conditions, the plastic zone sizes are larger
than for plane strain and the fracture toughness is thus higher for plane stress
conditions. The value denoted KIc is applicable for plane stress conditions
where the failure occurs as a mode I crack.

4. Higher strain rates results in a lower fracture toughness.
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Mean stress effect
A tensile mean stress is more damaging than a compressive mean stress. In general,
the higher the tensile mean stress is, the more damaging it is. For base material
the modified Goodman equation can be used to estimate the fatigue capacity, and
is stated as follows:

Sa

Sf
+ Sm

Su
= 1 (2.9)

where Sa is the stress range amplitude, Sf is the fatigue strength, Sm is the mean
stress and Su is the ultimate tensile strength. As can be seen, this equation pre-
dicts a continuous decrease in fatigue capacity with increasing tensile mean stress.
This takes into consideration the entire fatigue life, both crack initiation and crack
propagation.

In Adedipe et al. (2017) crack growth rates in terms of da/dN v. ∆K were studied
for three stress ratios R = 0.1 , 0.5 , 0.7 and for the stress intensity factor ranges
that were studied, the two higher stress ratios produced higher crack growth rates
compared to R = 0.1. The crack growth rate at R = 0.1 was less than twice the
growth rate for the two higher load ratios, and the crack growth rate of R = 0.5
and R = 0.7 were similar. The slower crack growth rate for lower ratios was partly
explained by the crack closure effects, which are considerably more pronounced for
lower stress ratios.

According to the Walkman and Forman equations, the mean stress shifts the crack
growth curves slightly, which increases the intercept value C for a tensile mean
stress and reduces it for a compressive mean stress and keeps the slope m constant.
Using the Walker relationship the crack growth rate is modified following:

da
dN = C(∆K)m)

(1−R)m(1−λ) (2.10)

where λ typically has a value of 0.5 for metals, Stephens et al. (2001). Using this
relation to adjust the crack growth rate C to account for the mean stress effect
could be done. However, this relation is only applicable for flaws usually greater
than 1mm, and might not be applicable for shorter flaws. In fact, Gurney (1977)
showed that the presence of residual stresses, and thus a higher R ratio, also changes
the slope of the S-N curve. Therefore, using the Walker relationship to adjust the
growth parameter C, without changing the slope m, is not recommended.

Fatigue crack growth behaviour
The Paris power law relationship, given in Equation 2.5, pertains only to the in-
termediate region (region B) of the sigmoidal crack growth presented in Figure 2.6,
which is associated with stable fatigue crack growth. Region A is associated with
near-threshold crack growth and region C with near-failure crack growth. Crack
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Table 2.2: Classification of small cracks, where ry is the radius of the near-tip
plasticity and dg is the scale of the microstructural dimensions typically the grain
size.

Classification of small crack Dimension
Microstructurally small a ∼≤ 5− 10 dg

Mechanically small a ∼≤ ry

Physically small a ∼≤ 1mm
Chemically small a up to ∼ 10mm

growth in region A and region B increases rapidly with increasing values of ∆K.
The exponent of the power law, in Equation 2.5, is related to the slope of the log-log
curve and the constant C is the intercept value at ∆K = 0. For most cases, of
welded structures in the as-welded condition, region B crack growth is sufficient to
approximate the total fatigue life of the component.

The crack growth rates in region B, is affected by the stress state, crack closure,
load ratio, load frequency, environment and micro-structure. Load frequency is
usually only relevant for certain types of environmental conditions when the crack
opening time per cycle is relevant. Furthermore, the crack growth rate in region
B is usually insensitive to micro-structure, Suresh (1998), but depends on the E-
modulus of the material. This is supported by the findings in Link (1990), where
fatigue crack growth rate in the heat affected zone (HAZ) and in the base metal
(BM) of stress relieved ASTM A710 steel was measured, and it was shown that the
crack growth rates were similar in the HAZ and in the BM. However, in Adedipe
et al. (2017), for low and high stress ratios, the BM had higher crack propagation
rates compared to the HAZ.

Fatigue crack growth rates used in LEFM analyses are often obtained for ’long’
flaws, which are typically several millimetres in length. However, it has been ob-
served that the crack growth rate, for the same magnitude of ∆K, can be consid-
erably faster for ’short’ flaws, which are typically smaller than 1-2mm in length.
Therefore, cracks in the size of 0.1mm to 2mm in depth (which will be used in
this project) might comply with the principals of LEFM, but do propagate faster
than longer flaws. The faster growth can be explained by the extensive plasticity
at the crack tip and the smaller contribution from crack closure for smaller cracks,
up to a certain threshold in crack length, Suresh (1998). Using crack growth data
of ’long’ flaws to estimate the life of ’short’ flaws can therefore end up giving non-
conservative life estimates. A classification of small fatigue cracks are given in
Table 2.2, which is reproduced from ASTM (2016).
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Limitations to LEFM
To be able to base the stress intensity factors on linear elastic conditions the yielding
zone a head of the crack tip needs to be contained within the region of K-dominance
– within the region of K-dominance the stress intensity factors provide a unique
measure of the intensity of the strains. Therefore, LEFM is applicable if small-scale
yielding conditions prevail.

The yielding of the crack tip is assumed to increase the effective crack length. The
plastic zone radius ry under plain stress can be calculated as:

ry = 1
2π
(K
Sy

)2 (2.11)

where Sy is the yield strength of the material. If the plastic zone radius is small
enough no modification has to be made to the stress intensity factor K has to be
made. According to Stephens et al. (2001), under cyclic loading conditions, the
restriction is defined by ry ≤ a/4 where a is the crack size.

Assumption of local parameters
Fatigue damage (covering crack nucleation and growth) is a local phenomenon
that depends to a large degree on the size, shape and root radius of the initial
defects/flaws together with the local geometry in the vicinity of the defects/flaws.
In order to get an accurate prediction of the fatigue life of a structural component
these local parameters needs to be properly estimated. The initial defects of a
welded component could occur due to cold laps, undercuts, lack of fusion, pores
and inclusions. The severity of these flaws depends on, amongst others, filler and
base material, welding process, heat input, welding position, joint geometry, base
plate thickness, weld size, weld quality and post-treatment.

In Smith and Smith (1982) defects at the toes of non-load carrying fillet welded
joints were measured by a optical microscope. The average defect depth, from 136
inspections based on nine weld toes, was 45µm with a maximum defect size slightly
above 100µm. The average weld root radius of these defects were 2.6µm and 9%
had a root radius less than 1µm. The defects were positioned along the entire
length of the weld toe and were in very close proximity to each other. Therefore,
the authors reasoned that the crack could be analysed as a single continuous defect
with an equal depth of 45µm. In addition to the initial crack depth, the crack shape
was measured as the crack was progressing. This was done by cyclically loading
the specimen up to a certain point and applying ink to the crack, which was set
to dry overnight. The crack shape was approximated as a semi-ellipse and as the
crack propagated the relative depth to width ratio a/c decreased, approaching the
aspect ratio of a semi-circle. A manual arc welding procedure was used, and it was
noted that the defect sizes were smaller than what had been produced in Watkinson
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et al. (1970) and by other researchers, and was most likely attributed to favourable
welding conditions and a high level of quality control. To withhold high weld
quality, half of the welds had to be discarded.

In Watkinson et al. (1970) different techniques to improve the fatigue strength of
specimens with non-load fillet welded gusset plates were studied. As a part of
this study the initial defects at the weld toe were measured for different welding
techniques. In manual metal arc (MMA) welding the undercuts at the weld toe
were as deep as 0.2mm with additional intrusions ranging between 0.01-0.2mm at
the locations of the undercuts. MMA was the welding procedure that produced the
most severe notch conditions at the weld toe, and the effective depth of the flaws
of the MMA weld was as great as 0.4mm. The submerged-arc welding and the
tungsten insert gas (TIG) welding produced the welds with the highest quality. The
submerged-arc welding produced very smooth welds with no cold laps or intrusions
and little undercut, resulting in an effective depth of less than 0.04mm.

In Signes et al. (1967) metallographic examination of fillet welded joints in mild
and high strength steel was conducted, with focus on factors affecting the fatigue
capacity. From the metallographic examination, it was noted that there was a very
large number of non-metallic intrusions in the fusion boundary region of the weld
with size ranging from 0.43mm (0.017 in.) to 0.02mm (0.00075 in.). Even though
the fillet welds were produced with high quality, slight undercuts were also seen
along the fusion boundary with a depth of approximately 0.08mm (≈0.003 in.).
The type of welding technique was not mentioned.

In Otegui et al. (1989) the fatigue capacity of two welding processes were studied
for T-plate non-load carrying welded joints in the as-welded condition – manual
shielded metal arc (SMA) welding and automatic submerged arc welding (SAW)
were used. The average toe radius of the SMA weld was 0.5mm and the initial
depth of the defect varied between 0.2-0.5mm, with an average depth of 0.3417mm.
The average radius of the SAW was 0.275mm and the initial defect depth ranged
between 0.2-0.6mm, with an average depth of 0.2937mm.

In Ferreira and Branco (1990), the fatigue strength of fillet welded components were
tested; the welds were produced by a semi-automatic MIG welding process and was
produced by the same welder for all specimens. More than 150 measurements were
produced to estimate the statistical scatter and mean value of the weld toe radius
ρ. The radius varied between 0.5 and 3.2mm with a mean value of 2mm.

In Berge (1985), eight experimental series of non-load carrying attachment plates
with fillet welds were tested. The eight series included different thicknesses of the
attachment plates and different weld sizes. The experimental series included 96
specimens and 856 measurements of the weld geometries. The toe radius ρ varied
between 1.7 to 2.7mm, the average radius of the 96 specimens was 2.2mm. The
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Table 2.3: Table showing some of the requirements of the three different quality
levels given in CEN (2014). *in addition the requirements specified, a smooth
transition is required. t is the thickness of the plate.

Type of
imperfection

Limits for imperfections of quality level
C63 B90 B125

Undercut 0.2×t but max. 1mm 0.1×t but max. 0.5mm not permitted
Micro lack of fusion permitted permitted not permitted
Weld toe radius not defined* not defined* r ≤ 4mm*

thickness nor the weld size were assumed to influence the size of the weld toe radius,
since the weld toe radius is only affected by the last pass of the weld. The welds
were produced with basic, low-hydrogen electrodes in a horizontal welding position.

In Yamada and Nagatsu (1989) the scatter in the fatigue life of two welded details
were analysed using linear elastic fracture mechanics and a Monte Carlo simulation;
a non-loading carrying fillet welded joint and a longitudinal fillet welded beam
was studied. For the fillet welded joint, initial parameters such as initial crack
depth, initial shape of the semi-elliptical crack, flank angle and weld toe radius
were studied. The initial crack depth ranged between 0.075-0.4mm; the initial
shape ratio a/c ranged from 0.14 to 0.73; the flank angle varied from 20 to 65◦;
and the toe radius varied from 0 to 3.0mm. The probability distributions for all
parameters are given in figure 3 in Yamada and Nagatsu (1989) and obtained from
measurements of welded joints. The parameters in Paris law were kept constant.
The computed fatigue lives were within the scatter band of the test data, showing
that the assumed initial parameters and their probability distribution were suitable.

Allowable defects are also gathered in different quality systems, which can be used
as initial imperfections in an analysis. The quality system ISO 5817 CEN (2014)
divides welds into three quality classes for fatigue. For each quality class limits for
imperfections such as undercut and weld toe radius are specified. Some of the limits
regarding welding defects are summarized in Table 2.3, taken from ISO 5817. As
has been noted by Jonsson et al. (2011), the specification of a "smooth transition"
for class C63 and B90, is somewhat diffuse, and other standards might be more
relevant to use (especially considering the great influence of weld toe radius on the
fatigue strength as was shown in Skoglund and Leander (2019)).

Current recommendations

Current recommendations regarding parameters such as crack size, shape and growth
(C and m) can be found in Hobbacher (2016), BSI (2013), ABS (2020) and King
et al. (1996).
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In IIW the exponent of the power law is set to m = 3 and the intercept value, with
units in mm and N , for steel (WM and BM) is C = 5.21×10−13. Furthermore, the
initial parameters are recommended to be verified against known structural details.

In BS 7910, two different relationships for da/dN v. ∆K are recommended, either
a two stage or a one stage fatigue crack growth model – where the two stage
model is less conservative. For the one stage (simplified fatigue crack growth), the
exponent of the power law and the intercept value is identical to IIW and set to
C = 5.21 × 10−13 and m = 3. For the two stage model with influence of residual
stresses due to welding, the exponent and the intercept value for the first and the
second stage is m1 = 5.10, C1 = 2.10 × 10−17 and m2 = 2.88, C2 = 1.29 × 10−12,
respectively. The linear and bi-linear recommendations are plotted in Figure 2.9,
using the mean value and the mean value minus two standard deviations of the
crack growth rate, respectively, for a stress ratio of R ≥ 0.5. The knee-point in
the bi-linear model is set to 196N/mm3/2 and 144N/mm3/2 for Figure 2.9 for
the mean value and the mean value minus two standard deviations, respectively.
The crack growth threshold is set to 63N/mm3/2 according to BS 7910. The
recommendations regarding slope and intercept value for the linear and bi-linear
model are based upon the collected and analysed data in King et al. (1996). As
can be seen, by using the crack growth data based on a "simple" linear relation will
give lower fatigue lives for low values of ∆K (which is usually the region where
the most fatigue life is spent). Furthermore, if most of the crack growth is taking
place in the first region of the bi-linear relation (defined for ∆K values less than the
knee-point), the slope of a produced S-N curve would be close to 5.1, which does
not seem to be realistic, considering that most fatigue strength curves are located
around a slope of 3.

In absence of reliable information of the flaws during fabrication and crack growth
rate, ABS (2020) recommends a 0.5mm deep initial crack with a semi-elliptical
shape with a/(2c) = 0.1, and suggests crack growth data to be taken in accordance
with BS 7910.

In chapter 6.7 Lassen and Récho (2006) presented a fracture mechanical model to
predict the fatigue strength for a fillet welded joint with high quality welds. The
model also aimed at satisfying the S-N curve in question and the crack propagation
of the measured crack from growth histories before failure – experimental data
was obtained from Lassen (1990) and Darcis et al. (2004). From the experiments,
the first measured crack depth was at 0.1mm, corresponding to 30% of the total
fatigue life. Furthermore, the tests corresponds to a load ratio of R = 0.3. Two
different crack growth models were tested, both the linear and bi-linear presented
in BS 7910. The parameter C in Paris law was chosen as to fit the crack growth
histories for a crack growing from 0.1mm to 12.5mm. A fictitious crack was fitted
to describe the initial 30% of the fatigue life. From the study it was concluded that
the crack growth rates for a crack between 0.1mm to 12.5mm followed a "Paris-like"
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Figure 2.9: Logarithm of the stress intensity factor range ∆K [N/mm(3/2] v. log-
arithm of the crack growth rate da/dN [mm/cycle], as proposed in King et al.
(1996).

behaviour well and Lassen ended up with reasonable values of C (values close to
the recommended values in BS 7910 for R > 0.5) for both the linear model, but not
for the bi-linear model. The reason for the poor fit was explained to be due to that
the crack growth rates in BS 7910 are corresponding to considerably longer flaws
than what was initially discovered in the fillet welded joint with high quality welds
that was studied. The bi-linear model has considerably lower crack growth rates
for smaller flaws than what can be expected and it has slower crack growth rate
compared to the linear curve, thus ending up with a less accurate description of the
total fatigue life, see Figure 2.9. As a conclusion Lassen did not recommend the use
of the bi-linear curve for fatigue strength assessment of early fatigue crack growth,
and it should only be used to predict the remaining life when larger cracks exists.
Based on the linear crack growth curve, a mean value of the initial crack depth was
obtained as 0.015mm. The fatigue life obtained for an initial crack of this size was
10% less than the S-N curve for the corresponding fatigue strength class. Using
the predicted values obtained for the bi-linear relation was not able to predict the
slope of the SN-curve and ended up with completely erroneous results for stress
ranges different from the ones used for fitting the relationship; which is another
reason to avoid using the bi-linear curve to predict the fatigue life of components
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containing small initial cracks. The reason for this is that most of the fatigue life
expended with a slope of m = 8.16 in the bi-linear curve, and the SN-curve of the
relevant component has a slope of m = 3. Even though realistic and good results
from the fracture mechanical model was achieved for fatigue strengths that are
confined within the first part of the SN-curve (the part that has a slope of m = 3),
Lassen did not recommend a fracture mechanical model to predict the total fatigue
life of a high quality welded component. This is because it is not able to predict
the change in slope that occurs for lower stress ranges – stress ranges which are
most valuable for in-service conditions of most welded joints. The calculation of the
stress intensity factors were based on the geometrical function for an edge crack
(two-dimensional analysis) with an average weld toe profile presented in Gurney
(1976).

Based two-dimensional LEFM analyses that were fitted to S-N curves of a few de-
tails, an initial crack depth of ai = 0.1mm was recommended for non-load carrying
fillet welded joints with a weld toe crack, in Mukhtar et al. (2010). The crack
growth parameters were taken as C = 2.17 × 10−13 and m = 3. A problem, with
recommendations regarding a two-dimensional crack is how to implement it in a
complex three-dimensional case.



Chapter 3

Statistical evaluation of fatigue
data

3.1 Linear regression analysis

The following equations were used:

Sxx =
n∑
i=1

x2
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n
(3.1)
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n
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n
(3.3)

Least square estimates gives:
b = Sxy

Sxx
(3.4)

a = ȳ − bx̄ (3.5)
Fitted regression line:

ŷ = a+ bx (3.6)
Standard error of estimate:

S2
e =

Syy − S2
xy/Sxx

n− 2 (3.7)

Statistics for inferences about α and β:

t = (a− α)
Se

√
nSxx

Sxx + n(x̄)2 (3.8)
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t = (b− β)
Se

√
Sxx (3.9)

The confidence interval is calculated as:

a± tα/2Se

√
1
n

+ (x̄)2

Sxx
(3.10)

b± tα/2Se
1√
Sxx

(3.11)



Chapter 4

Method

In this chapter the method of how the stress intensity factors were obtained, for
which crack depths and sizes they were obtained and the curve fitting that was used
to obtain the two decisive stress intensity factors and the solutions for the entire
growth.

4.1 Software and parameters

The insertion and meshing of the cracked geometry was performed in Franc3D, with
Abaqus 2019 as post-processor for the results. Franc3D, was selected due to the
less time consuming calculations/modelling compared to performing the analysis
in Abaqus through meshing and analysing contour integrals or using XFEM. The
contour radius was set to approximately 1/10 of the minimum size of the depth of
the crack and three contour integrals were computed. A rigorous mesh refinement
was performed to see if the results had converged before starting the parametric
study covering all relevant crack sizes and depths. The results were usually within
± 2% of a highly refined mesh for the smallest of crack sizes. The models were
usually divided into several parts, connected through tie constraints and contained
different meshes. In Franc3D the submodelling routine was used. More detailed
information regarding all finite element models are given in the relevant appendix
for the corresponding fatigue experiment specimen.

The parametric analysis that laid the foundation for the relation between fatigue
life and initial parameters were made in Python. The post-processing of the results
was made in Matlab. The post-processing involves fitting the initial parameters
obtained from the parametric study to a third degree polynomial surface.

27
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4.2 Choice of parameters

The range of the stress intensity factor ∆KI can often be written in the following
form:

∆KI = MK∆σR
√
πaY (4.1)

where MK is a factor considering the weld geometry and depends on radius of the
weld toe and the welds dimensions; ∆σR is the stress range; a is the crack depth;
and Y is a factor considering the shape of the crack and the dimensions of the plate
in which the crack is located.

Using Paris power law given in Equation 2.5, yields the following expressions:

da
dN = C(MK∆σR

√
πaY )m∫ Nf

0
dN = 1

CMm
K Y

m(∆σR)mπm/2

∫ af

a0

da
am/2

Nf = 2
(m− 2)CMm

K (∆σR)mY m

(
1

a
(m−2)/2
0

− 1
a

(m−2)/2
f

) (4.2)

These equations are correct with the assumption that the factors Y and MK are
more or less constant over the crack depth a, which is an assumption that will not
affect the coming arguments for the choice of parameters.

In similitude, the expression used for the SN-curves can be written as:

Nf =
(

∆σc

∆σR

)m
2× 106 (4.3)

where ∆σc is the detail category, which corresponds to the fatigue strength at
2 million load cycles. Based on the assumption that the fatigue life of a welded
component can be described by crack propagation from a pre-existing flaw and that
the crack growth can be expressed by the intermediate region depicted in Figure 2.6,
the slope of the SN-curve would attain the same value as the exponent m in Paris
power law given in Equation 2.5, as has been shown in Maddox (1970) and by the
similitude of Equations 4.2 and 4.3. The similitude is found by the stress range
(∆σR)m being in the denominator – this will, as a function of the stress range, give
the same slope of a SN-curve for the two equations. Maddox (1970) argued that a
slope in the S-N curve that did not coincide with the slope in the Paris power law
regime for measured propagation data would imply that a certain degree of crack
initiation existed in the S-N curve. In Gurney (1969) the exponent m was found
for high strength steel of type BS 968 and mild steel to be between approximately
2.5 and 3.2. Most of the experimental data that was re-evaluated and collected
in Gurney and Maddox (1972) fell within this range. The ones that fell outside of
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this range had higher m values. A higher value of m would give a flatter SN-curve
indicating a larger contribute of crack initiation, Gurney and Maddox (1972).

By choosing an exponent m in Paris power law equal to the measured slope of the
SN-curve of the relevant experiment, the fracture mechanical analysis will yield
similar results to the fatigue experiment regardless of the applied stress range. The
author is well aware of that using values of the exponentm in Paris law that deviates
from what has been measured for the relevant material might become questionable
from a material point of view. However, the aim of this report is to give suggestion
of a rather simple method to get similitude in results between a fracture mechanical
approach and fatigue experiments. It is referred to as a simple method since, topics
such as crack initiation, small crack growth and residual stresses are only implicitly
accounted for by fitting the parameters in Paris law to the experimental data.

Form = 3, Equation 2.6 gives C = 1.8318×10−13, which falls in between the values
given for a stress ratio of R < 0.5 (C = 1.5×10−13) and R ≥ 0.5 (C = 2.5×10−13)
in King et al. (1996), respectively. This would imply that using Equation 2.6,
might yield non-conservative values for C, for specimens with high mean stress.
However, it should be taken into consideration that in laboratory specimens with
transverse welds the residual stresses are often less pronounced compared to a full
scale structure, and that the stress ratio Rmight not deviate much from the external
load ratio – the external load of fatigue experiments are usually pulsating tensile.
Furthermore, even though the values given in King et al. (1996) are based on the
mean growth, they are said to be conservative, compared to a two-stage growth
model. Therefore, using the values proposed in Equation 2.6, are not unrealistic.
In addition, the model that the author is proposing is not based on exact values of
the parameters C and m in Paris power law, nor of the initial crack shape or depth,
but is rather a fitted model to be able to get accurate estimates of the fatigue life
for realistic values of C, m, a0 and a0/c0.

The initial parametric study covering covered crack depths a0 ranging from 0.1mm
to 0.4mm and an initial semi-elliptical crack shape 0.1 ≤ a0/c0 ≤ 1.0; where a0
is the minor axis and c0 is the major axis of a semi-ellipse. The choice of range
of the initial parameters were decided based on the literature review presented in
Section 2.3.

Crack growth increment and fatigue life integration

The crack depth for the jth increment aj in the crack growth analysis is calculated
as:

aj = 10log(a0)+jx (4.4)
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where a0 is the initial crack depth and x is calculated as:

x = log(af)− log(a0)
ns − 1 (4.5)

where af is the crack depth at fracture and ns is the number of increments the
analysis is divided into, for the cases presented herein 20 increments were used.
The crack depth at fracture was set to half of the plate thickness in which the crack
was growing.

The total fatigue life Nf is calculated as:

Nf =
ns∑
j=1

C−1
(

∆Kj + ∆Kj−1

2

)−m
(aj+1 − aj) (4.6)

where ∆Kj is the stress intensity factor for mode I loading and at the deepest point
of the crack surface.

Crack shape fitting
In Franc3D there is an automatic function to fit the new crack front to the crack
growth data of the prior step. However, it is only possible to visually inspect
so that the selected function provides an appropriate fit. Therefore, an analysis
outside of Franc3D of the crack shape had to be made, and Python was used to
solve this. From visual inspection, the new crack front could often be described
with a polynomial. However, the exact order had to be verified. In Python 2.7 the
package numpy and sklearn.metrics was imported and the functions polyfit and
r2_score were used to fit a polynomial function to the crack front and to evaluate
the R2 value, respectively. The crack was propagated perpendicular to the previous
crack front at each node where results had been obtained. The new crack front was
to fulfil two requirements to be accepted: (1) the new crack front could not intersect
the previous crack front at any point and (2) the R2 value had to be equal to or
greater than 0.99. Usually this led to an initial polynomial of fourth order or higher
and as the crack had progressed and assumed a more circular shape a third degree
polynomial was sufficient. For cracks with low aspect ratios of a/c a higher order
polynomial was required.

Fatigue life equation
Once a sufficient number of initial crack shapes and depths had been analysed
(usually around 40) a third degree fatigue life equation was formulated based on
the obtained results. The fatigue life equation was made by fitting the fatigue life of
each initial crack (covering depth a0 and shape a0/c0) to a surface. The equation to
estimate the fatigue life of crack shapes and initial sizes covered by the parametric
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study is given by:

Nf(a0, (a0/c0)) = (p00 + p10 a0 + p01 (a0/c0) + p20 a2
0 + p11 a0 (a0/c0)+

p02 (a0/c0)2 + p30 a3
0 + p21 a2

0 (a0/c0) + p12 a0 (a0/c0)2 + p03 (a0/c0)3) 1
∆σm

RC
(4.7)

The curve fitting was done with Matlabs curve fitting toolbox. the constants given
in Equation 4.7 are given for each experiment in the appendices. A R2 greater
than 0.999 was usually obtained. The accuracy of the polynomial was also tested
by trying a ratio of a0/c0 and a0 that was not covered by the roughly 30-40 initial
shapes and depths.

Overview of the analysis procedure
An overview of the analysis procedure is given in the list below:

• Sample 45 random combinations of initial crack depth a0 and shape a0/c0.

• Perform the initial analysis using all random combinations of a0 and a0/c0,
for all the five experimental set-ups.

• Propagate the crack based on the SIF values at the crack front and fit the
new crack front to a polynomial. Do this for all combinations until the crack
has reached half of the plate thickness. For some combinations the automatic
script could not mesh the crack front, these solutions were excluded from the
analysis.

• Calculate the fatigue life based on Equation 4.6 for all available combinations
and experiments.

• Fit a third degree surface based on the fatigue life data provided in the previ-
ous step for all available combinations and each individual experiment. This
will give the constants used in Equation 4.7.

• Use Equation 4.7 together with the constants given in the appendices for
each experimental set-up to find a suitable initial crack a0, a0/c0 and growth
parameter C that estimates a fatigue strength corresponding to the S-N curve.





Chapter 5

Results

5.1 Fatigue crack evolution

The final shape of the crack expressed as a/c, where a is the deepest point and c is
the point on the surface, converged to the same ratio irrespective of initial crack.
The final crack shape was different for the four different specimens. In Albrecht
and Friedland (1979) the final ratio converged towards a/c ≈ 0.425 for SMAW and
a/c ≈ 0.4 for MMAW, in Fisher and Stallmeyer (1958) it converged towards a/c ≈
0.775, in Fisher et al. (1969) it converged towards a/c ≈ 0.5 and in Koenigsberger
and Green (1953) it converged towards a/c ≈ 0.825. The plots of how the crack
shape converged is given in each appendix respectively. The results can easily be
explained by that the finite element model in Koenigsberger and Green (1953) had
the smallest edge along which the crack could grow, so the stress intensity factor at
the surface decreased rather rapidly as the crack progressed away from the weld toe,
and therefore it promoted a more circular shape of a crack compare to the other
experiments. The crack depth a as a function of number of cycles N is illustrated
in Figure 5.1. This is produced for an initial crack of a0 = 0.15mm and a ratio
a0/c0 = 0.67.

5.2 Recommendations

Based on the mean fatigue strength values are given for the experiments in Albrecht
and Friedland (1979) for submerged arc welding as:

log N = 13.1674− 3.2172 log∆σ; δ = 0.1749 (5.1)

and for manual arc welding as:

log N = 12.5169− 3.0424 log∆σ; δ = 0.0985 (5.2)
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Figure 5.1: Crack depth as a function of number of cycles for (a) Albrecht and
Friedland submerged arc welding,(b) Albrecht and Friedland manual arc welding,
(c) Fisher and Stallmeyer, (d) Fisher et al. and (e) Koenigsberger and Green.

in Fisher and Stallmeyer (1958) as:

log N = 13.7470− 3.5944 log∆σ; δ = 0.2288 (5.3)

in Fisher et al. (1969) as:

log N = 11.9239− 3.1113 log∆σ; δ = 0.0853 (5.4)

and in Koenigsberger and Green (1953) as:

log N = 13.07− 3.481 log∆σ; δ = 0.122 (5.5)

The relationship between a0, a0/c0, m, C, ∆σ and the fatigue life N given in Equa-
tion 4.7 is used together with the constants provided in each appendix respectively
to fit an initial crack and the intercept value C. The exponent m is taken equal to
the experimentally obtained value and the intercept value C is taken to be within
the scatter of Equation 2.6. The recommended values to use in an LEFM analysis
to obtain the mean fatigue strength for each experiment is given in Table 5.2.

5.3 Comparison of recommendations

Applying the different recommendations on the experiment given in Fisher et al.
(1969) gives the five S-N curves for the mean fatigue strength as illustrated in
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Table 5.1: Table showing recommendations regarding initial crack depth a0, initial
semi-elliptical shape a0/c0, and constants in Paris power law (Equation 2.5) m and
C.

Fatigue experiment Initial crack Paris power law
Albrecht and Friedland (1979)
SMAW

a0 = 0.1
a0/c0 = 0.6

m = 3.2172
C = 2.96× 10−14

Albrecht and Friedland (1979)
MAW

a0 = 0.1
a0/c0 = 0.2

m = 3.0424
C = 1.24× 10−13

Fisher and Stallmeyer (1958) a0 = 0.1
a0/c0 = 0.2

m = 3.5944
C = 3.86× 10−15

Fisher et al. (1969) a0 = 0.1
a0/c0 = 0.2

m = 3.1113
C = 7.59× 10−14

Koenigsberger and Green (1953) a0 = 0.1
a0/c0 = 0.2

m = 3.481
C = 4.93× 10−15
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Figure 5.2: Comparison of the five recommendations.

Figure 5.2. All recommendations are within the scatter of the experimental re-
sults presented in Fisher et al. (1969) except for the recommendations correspond-
ing to Koenigsberger and Green (1953). The recommendations corresponding
to Koenigsberger and Green (1953), Albrecht and Friedland (1979) (SMAW) and
Fisher and Stallmeyer (1958) overestimated the fatigue strength at 2 million load
cycles by 23.7%, 19.6% and 11%, respectively. The recommendations correspond-
ing to Albrecht and Friedland (1979) (MAW) underestimated the fatigue strength
by 3.8%.





Chapter 6

Discussion and conclusions

6.1 Discussion

Basing the recommendations on experimental campaigns rather than the design
strength values given in the Eurocode is made for three reasons. (1) in the design
standards no information is given regarding the welding technique nor the size of
the weld. (2) the S-N curves in the Eurocode are compiled from many different
experiments and they have sometimes been arbitrarily adjusted as to fit a slope
of m = 3 and a certain fatigue strength. (3) the curves have sometimes been
adjusted to account for residual stresses, which were negligible in size in the original
experiment.

Using a linear instead of a bi-linear crack growth model has the benefit of providing
the same slope as in the S-N curve. Furthermore, and perhaps more importantly,
using a bi-linear growth model according to BSI to predict the growth rate of small
flaws (less than typically 1mm) will seriously underestimate the crack growth rate.
Therefore, for small flaws a linear growth model is more accurate.

Instead of using a polynomial of a certain degree to predict the new shape of the
propagating crack, a semi-elliptical shape (with varying ratios of a/c) was tried for
the transverse stiffener, with the experimental data given in Albrecht and Friedland
(1979). The crack growth was calculated along the crack front and each node was
propagated perpendicular to the tangent of the crack front, as was done for the
polynomial fit. But instead of fitting a polynomial to the advancing crack, a semi-
ellipse was fitted to this data with an aspect ratio of a/c that best fitted the data.
To fit the advancing crack to a semi-ellipse the Matlab function ’EllipseDirectFit’,
provided by Chernov (2009), was used – this function is based on the work presented
in Fitzgibbon et al. (1999). For low aspect ratios a/c the semi-ellipse was a good fit
of the new crack growth. However, for higher aspect ratios the semi-ellipse proved
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to be a poor choice, which resulted in a difference in fatigue life estimation by up
to 20% compared to fitting a polynomial function to the propagating crack front.

There is a considerable scatter in the different recommendations, which reflects
the difficulty of estimating the fatigue strength due to its dependency on the weld
quality. Studying the experiment performed by Koenigsberger and Green (1953)
more carefully and assuming a standard deviation of δ = 0.2 as is recommended in
DNV GL (2015), we can see that the design fatigue strength is 67.6MPa – this can
be compared with detail number 5 in table 8.5 of CEN (2008) with a detail category
of 50MPa. If we were to use the recommendations corresponding to the experiment
in Fisher et al. (1969) we would end up with and estimated design fatigue strength of
56.8MPa, which is a much closer estimation of the detail category in the Eurocode.
The reason for the high fatigue strength estimation if we use the recommendations
corresponding Koenigsberger and Green (1953) is most likely a very high quality
of the welds in the original experimental campaign.

The influence of weld quality can also be studied in the difference between the
submerged arc welding and the manual metal arc welding performed in Albrecht
and Friedland (1979) for the same specimen geometry.

6.2 Conclusions

Five recommendations for the initial parameters to use in a linear elastic fracture
mechanical approach to estimate the fatigue strength of welded steel structures are
provided in Table 5.2 in chapter 5 of this report. The recommendations cover initial
depth a0 and aspect ratio a0/c0 of a semi-elliptical crack; where a0 is the minor
axis and c0 is the major axis. Furthermore, the recommendations cover weld toe
radius ρ and crack growth parameters m and C to be used in Paris power law, see
Equation 2.5. The recommendations are based on a linear growth model.

The five recommendations provided a realistic scatter in fatigue strength esti-
mations. The most suitable recommendations to use for normal weld quality is:
a0 = 0.1mm, a0/c0 = 0.2, ρ = 1mm, m = 3.1113 and C = 7.59× 10−14 where the
stress intensity factor is expressed in N/mm3/2.
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Appendix A

Fillet welded transverse stiffener

In this appendix the study of a fillet welded transverse stiffener is presented. The
experimental data is obtained from Albrecht and Friedland (1979) and the specimen
geometry is given in Figure 2.2.

A.1 Experimental data

Transverse stiffener with automatic submerged arc welding

The experimental data for one of the experimental batches presented in Albrecht
and Friedland (1979), is reproduced in Table A.1 and Figure A.1. The experimental
data corresponds to 13 specimens loaded under constant amplitude stress range and
the fillet weld was produced through automatic submerged arc welding. No data
relating to the weld toe radius, crack growth rate and initial crack size and shape
was presented. The data presented in Table A.1 is analysed using Equations 3.1
to 3.11. The Student’s t distribution table, given in most statistical textbooks,
gives t = 1.812 for a one-tailed 95% confidence interval and n− 2 = 10 degrees of
freedom. Only 12 specimens were used in the statistical analysis, the runout was
excluded. The mean regression line and the standard deviation are:

logN = 13.1674− 3.2172 log ∆σ; δ = 0.1749 (A.1)

which gives a fatigue strength at 2 million cycles of 136MPa for a survival prob-
ability of 50% and 106MPa for a survival probability of 95%. The automatic
submerged arc welding produced high quality welding with a regular contour, and
as mentioned by the authors’ in Albrecht and Friedland (1979) this is likely the
reason for the high fatigue strength.
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Table A.1: Fillet welded transverse stiffener loaded under constant amplitude ten-
sion. Data taken from Albrecht and Friedland (1979). *Indicates a runout, test
discontinued after 10,000,000 cycles.

Specimen
number

Stress range
∆σr [MPa]

Fatigue life N
in kilocycles

AX1 98.5 10,000*
A101 144 1,676
A102 144 1,020
A103 144 3,780
A201 176 727
A202 176 1,062
A203 176 640
A301 229 223
A302 229 441
A303 229 325
AX2 262 289
AX3 262 331
AX4 262 250
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Figure A.1: S-N curve for the fillet welded transverse stiffener specimen tested
in Albrecht and Friedland (1979) with automatic submerged arc welding.
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Figure A.2: S-N curve for the fillet welded transverse stiffener specimen tested
in Albrecht and Friedland (1979) with manual arc welding.

Transverse stiffener with manual arc welding
The experimental data for another experimental batch presented in Albrecht and
Friedland (1979), is reproduced in Table A.1 and Figure A.2. The experimental
data corresponds to 25 specimens loaded under constant amplitude stress range
and the fillet weld was produced through manual arc welding with Lincoln E-8013-
C3 electrodes. No data relating to the weld toe radius, crack growth rate and initial
crack size and shape was presented. The data presented in Table A.1 is analysed
using Equations 3.1 to 3.11. The Student’s t distribution table, given in most
statistical textbooks, gives t = 1.729 for a 95% confidence interval and n− 2 = 19
degrees of freedom. As was done in Albrecht and Friedland (1979), the specimens
E111-E114 were excluded to avoid biasing, and 21 specimens were used to formulate
the regression line. The mean regression line and the standard deviation are:

logN = 12.5169− 3.0424 log ∆σ; δ = 0.0985 (A.2)

which gives a fatigue strength at 2 million cycles of 110MPa for a survival proba-
bility of 50% and 95MPa for a survival probability of 95%.

A.2 Numerical model

The model and mesh is illustrated in Figure A.3, a mesh size of 2mm with 20-node
quadratic brick elements with reduced integration was used in part (a) and a mesh
size ranging from 0.01 to 0.5mm with 10-node tetrahedron elements (except for
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Table A.2: Fillet welded transverse stiffener loaded under constant amplitude ten-
sion. Produced through manual arc welding. Data taken from Albrecht and Fried-
land (1979). *Indicates a runout, test discontinued after 10,000,000 cycles.

Specimen
number

Stress range
∆σr [MPa]

Fatigue life N
in kilocycles

E111 89.6 10,000*
E112 89.6 10,000*
E113 89.6 5,293
E114 89.6 2,843
EX3 96.5 2,430
EX4 96.5 3,487
EX5 96.5 3,747
EX2 103 2,952
E211 138 634
E212 138 993
E213 138 1,483
E214 138 1,401
EX6 165 442
EX7 165 385
EX8 165 450
E311 207 259
E312 207 315
E313 207 304
E314 207 307
EX1 207 301
EX9 207 343
E411 289 127
E412 289 113
E413 289 144
E414 289 85
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Figure A.3: Model used to calculate the stress intensity factors, illustrating some
of the boundary conditions (B.C) regions, master/slave regions and load regions.
Part (b) is connected to part (a) through tie constraints.

at the contour region) was used in part (b). Furthermore, to describe the radius
of the weld toe three elements were placed along the radius. The contour region
consists of quarter-point singular wedge crack front elements at the very tip of the
crack and is surrounded by two rings of brick elements followed by pyramids to
provide compatibility between the brick elements and the 10-node tetrahedrons.
Part (b) was connected to part (a) through tie constraints, where the connecting
surfaces of part (b) were used as slave surfaces and the corresponding surfaces of
part (a) were used as master surfaces – part (b) is separated from part (a) only
for illustrative purposes. The model was subjected to an evenly distributed tensile
load at one edge, illustrated in the Figure A.3 with a red colour. Furthermore, the
model was constrained at the top and bottom surface close to the edges (marked
in blue colour) from moving in the 2 and 3 direction. In addition, the model was
restricted from moving in the 1 direction at the surface at the far end in the figure.
The weld toe radius ρ was set to 1mm.

Furthermore, to analyse the lack of weld penetration two seams were used as indi-
cated in Figure A.3.

A.3 Results

Transverse stiffener with automatic submerged arc welding

45 combinations of initial depth a0 and shape a0/c0 was randomly selected within
the domain of possible values (0.1 ≤ a0 ≤ 0.4mm and 0.1 ≤ a0/c0 ≤ 1.0). 34
of these combinations were evaluated, the remaining 11 were not processed due to
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Figure A.4: 34 combinations (blue) of initial parameters, a0 and a0/c0 used in the
LEFM analysis, within the domain of possible values for the automatic submerged
arc welding. The 11 combinations that could not be analysed are illustrated in red.

difficulties in meshing which could not be overcome by the automatic script and was
therefore disregarded. The 34 combinations within the domain of possible values
is illustrated in Figure A.4. By using the curve fitting tool box in Matlab, the
constants in Equation 4.7 are given by:

p00 = 0.4059; p10 = −1.627; p01 = 0.4874
p20 = 4.135; p11 = −0.3266; p02 = −0.4494
p30 = −4.699; p21 = 0.8938; p12 = −0.1352
p03 = 0.1944

(A.3)

which resulted in a goodness of fit value R2 = 0.9993. Based on the surface created
and the points evaluated, the point that could potentially deviate the most from
the surface is the combination a0 = 0.1 and a0/c0 = 0.1. This region is at the
boundary where the change in slope is the greatest and which is not that well
explored. Therefore, a separate study was made for the combination a0 = 0.1 and
a0/c0 = 0.1. The separate study resulted in 3.8% higher fatigue life compared to
the Equation presented in 4.7, and was therefore deemed sufficient.

Fitting the crack growth data to a polynomial function was made for each step
in the analysis. Usually a polynomial of order 4 was sufficient, and as the crack
progressed a polynomial of order 3 was sufficient.
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Figure A.5: Crack shape evolution for (a) an initial crack with shape a0/c0 = 0.13
and (b) an initial crack with shape a0/c0 = 0.92.
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Figure A.6: Crack shape evolution for (a) an initial crack with shape a0/c0 = 0.13
and (b) an initial crack with shape a0/c0 = 0.92.

Crack shape evolution

The fatigue crack evolution of two initial cracks a0/c0 = 0.13 and a0/c0 = 0.92 are
illustrated in Figure A.5 and Figure A.6, respectively. As can be seen, irrespective
of initial crack it convergence towards the same shape aspect ratio, a/c ≈ 0.425.
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Figure A.7: Stress intensity factors for mode I along the crack front for (a) a =
0.26mm and a/c = 0.92 and (b) a = 5mm and a/c ≈ 0.425.

Stress intensity factor distribution
Stress intensity factor (SIF) solutions for the initial crack depth of a0 = 0.26mm
and a ratio a0/c0 = 0.92 and for the final crack with a = 5mm and a/c ≈ 0.425
are presented in Figure A.7(a) and (b), respectively for the experiment in Albrecht
and Friedland (1979) with SMAW and for a nominal stress of 136MPa.

Fatigue life
The fatigue life N as a function of the initial crack depth a0 and initial crack size
a0/c0 is illustrated in Figure A.8. This is created for a nominal stress of 136MPa
and C = 2.96× 10−14.

Transverse stiffener with manual arc welding
The same 45 combinations as in the previous example were selected and analysed.
32 of these were evaluated, the remaining 13 were not processed due to difficulties
in meshing which could not be overcome by the automatic script and was therefore
disregarded. The 32 combinations within the domain of possible values is illustrated
in Figure A.9, together with the 13 that could not be processed. Fitting these 32
points to a polynomial surface was done with the curve fitting tool box in Matlab
and resulted in the third degree polynomial given in Equation 4.7. The constants
in the third degree polynomial are given in:

p00 = 0.445; p10 = −1.666; p01 = 0.5708
p20 = 4.413; p11 = −0.5608; p02 = −0.5259
p30 = −5.413; p21 = 1.43; p12 = −0.1393
p03 = 0.2255

(A.4)
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Figure A.8: Fatigue life N as a function of initial crack depth a0 and initial crack
size a0/c0.
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Figure A.9: 32 combinations (blue) of initial parameters, a0 and a0/c0 used in the
LEFM analysis, within the domain of possible values for the manual arc welding.
The 13 combinations that could not be analysed are illustrated in red.
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Figure A.10: Crack shape evolution for (a) an initial crack with shape a0/c0 = 0.13
and (b) an initial crack with shape a0/c0 = 0.92.

With Equation 4.7 and the constants given in Equation A.4, a goodness to fit
value of R2 = 0.9988 was obtained. Again to test that these equations are valid
for an initial set-up of crack depth and crack shape, a0 = 0.1 and a0/c0 = 0.1 is
tested. The difference between the fatigue life evaluated from Equations 4.7 and
Equation A.4 and a separate crack propagation in Franc3D gave 2% higher fatigue
life which shows a sufficient agreement between the polynomial equation and the
obtained value from Franc3D.

Crack shape evolution

The fatigue crack evolution of two initial cracks a0/c0 = 0.13 and a0/c0 = 0.92 are
illustrated in Figure A.10 and Figure A.11, respectively. As can be seen, irrespective
of initial crack it convergence towards the same shape aspect ratio, a/c ≈ 0.425.

Stress intensity factor distribution

Stress intensity factor (SIF) solutions for the initial crack depth of a = 0.37mm
and a ratio a/c = 0.13 and for the final crack with a = 5mm and a/c ≈ 0.425 are
presented in Figure A.12(a) and (b), respectively for the experiment in Albrecht
and Friedland (1979) with MAW and for a nominal stress of 110MPa.
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Figure A.11: Crack shape evolution for (a) an initial crack with shape a0/c0 = 0.13
and (b) an initial crack with shape a0/c0 = 0.92.
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Figure A.12: Stress intensity factors for mode I along the crack front for (a) a0 =
0.37mm and a0/c0 = 0.13 and (b) a = 5mm and a/c ≈ 0.425.
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Figure A.13: Fatigue life N as a function of initial crack depth a0 and initial crack
size a0/c0.

Fatigue life
The fatigue life N as a function of the initial crack depth a0 and initial crack size
a0/c0 is illustrated in Figure A.13. This is created for a nominal stress of 110MPa
and C = 1.24× 10−13.



Appendix B

Beam splices

In this appendix the study of beams with cope-hole splices is presented. The ex-
perimental data is obtained from Fisher and Stallmeyer (1958) and a short review
of the experiment is given in Section 2.1. Since this study will focus on a crack
initiating at the weld toe of the fillet weld around the edge of the cope-hole, only
data corresponding to a failure at that location will be used to estimate the fatigue
strength and slope of the S-N curve.

B.1 Experimental data

Data from experiments of splice type "A", "B" and "F" that resulted in a crack
initiating at the fillet weld at the edge of the cope-hole is gathered in Table B.1.
The data is also plotted in Figure B.1 and a linear regression analysis as described
in Section 3 was made (with t = 2.015 for a one-tailed 95% confidence interval and
n− 2 = 5 degrees of freedom), the data from splice type "F" was excluded from the
regression analysis due to the difference in fatigue life as a function of lower residual
stresses in splice type "F", as pointed out by the authors in Fisher and Stallmeyer
(1958). The mean regression line and the standard deviation are:

logN = 13.7470− 3.5944 log ∆σ; δ = 0.2288 (B.1)

which gives a fatigue strength at 2 million cycles of 118MPa for a survival prob-
ability of 50% and 88MPa for a survival probability of 95%. As can be seen
the standard deviation δ is quite high in this experiment, mainly due to the few
experimental data points.

B.2 Numerical model

The models used and their corresponding mesh are illustrated in Figures B.2, B.3
and B.4. For each global model, a reference point (RP) was placed on either
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Table B.1: Fatigue experimental data for beam splice of type "A", "B" and "F".
Stress given as the maximum stress in extreme fibre [MPa] (underneath the lower
flange), in this case it is the same as the stress range. Data taken from Fisher and
Stallmeyer (1958). No runouts were obtained among the 10 specimens.

Specimen
number

Stress range
∆σr [MPa]

Fatigue life N
in kilocycles

A-1 203 203.6
A-3 207 280.3
A-5 141 1,310.7
B-1 207 209
B-2 203 416.8
B-3 201 367.5
B-6 156 528.5
F-1 213 352.8
F-2 210 502.1
F-3 208 442.9
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Figure B.1: S-N curve for the beam splices of type "A" and "B" corresponding to
a failure at the edge of the cope hole. The data of splice type "F" is shown for
comparison.
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RP
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Figure B.2: Model used to calculate the stress intensity factors up to a crack depth
of approximately 3mm.

side of the ends of the girder. This RP was connected to the end surface of the
girder and the boundary conditions and the external moments were located on the
RP:s. The boundary conditions were locked in all degrees of freedom except for
rotation around the transverse axis. Three different sub-models were used to reduce
the computational time. The mesh in the sub-model region was limited by issues
related to the introduction of the cracked region. A courser mesh could not be used.
The mesh in the sub-model region was set to 0.5mm for all sub-models. The mesh
in the global model consisted of 10-node quadratic tetrahedrons and the mesh was
gradually refined in the vicinity of the sub-model and ranged from 5mm to 3mm.
The weld toe radius was set to 1mm. As can be seen in Figures B.2, B.3 and B.4,
the end of the weld covering the cope hole was rounded to avoid singularities at the
ends of the weld. The radius was set equal to the leg length of the weld.
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RP

RP

Figure B.3: Model used to calculate the stress intensity factors up to a crack depth
of approximately 10mm.

B.3 Results

45 combinations of initial depth a0 and shape a0/c0 was randomly selected within
the domain of possible values (0.1 ≤ a0 ≤ 0.4mm and 0.1 ≤ a0/c0 ≤ 1.0). 37 of
these combinations were evaluated, the remaining four were not processed due to
difficulties in meshing which could not be overcome by the automatic script and was
therefore disregarded. The 37 combinations within the domain of possible values
is illustrated in Figure B.5. Fitting these 37 points to a polynomial surface was
done with the curve fitting tool box in Matlab and resulted in the third degree
polynomial given in Equation 4.7. The constants in the third degree polynomial
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RP
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Figure B.4: Model used to calculate the stress intensity factors beyond a crack
depth of approximately 10mm.

are given in:

p00 = 0.2822; p10 = −1.153; p01 = 0.358
p20 = 3.331; p11 = −0.4232; p02 = −0.3334
p30 = −3.816; p21 = 0.6717; p12 = −0.00475
p03 = 0.1472

(B.2)

The difference between the fatigue life evaluated from Equations 4.7 and Equa-
tion B.2 and a separate crack propagation in Franc3D gave 0.1% lower fatigue
life which shows a sufficient agreement between the polynomial equation and the
obtained value from Franc3D. A crack with a0 = 0.1mm and a0/c0 = 0.1, was
studied.
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Figure B.5: 37 combinations (blue) of initial parameters, a0 and a0/c0 used in the
LEFM analysis, within the domain of possible values. The 8 combinations that
could not be analysed are illustrated in red.

Crack shape evolution
The fatigue crack evolution of two initial cracks a0/c0 = 0.13 and a0/c0 = 0.92
are illustrated in Figure B.6 and Figure B.7. As can be seen, irrespective of initial
crack it convergence towards the same shape with an aspect ratio a/c ≈ 0.775.

Stress intensity factor distribution
Stress intensity factor (SIF) solutions for the initial crack depth of a0 = 0.15mm
and a ratio a0/c0 = 0.67 and for the final crack with a = 12.7mm and a/c ≈ 0.775
are presented in Figure B.8(a) and (b), respectively for the experiment in Fisher
and Stallmeyer (1958) and for a nominal stress of 118MPa.

Fatigue life
The fatigue life N as a function of the initial crack depth a0 and initial crack size
a0/c0 is illustrated in Figure B.9. This was created for a nominal stress of 118MPa
and C = 3.86× 10−15.
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Figure B.6: Crack shape evolution for (a) an initial crack with shape a0/c0 = 0.13
and (b) an initial crack with shape a0/c0 = 0.92.
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Figure B.7: Crack shape evolution for (a) an initial crack with shape a0/c0 = 0.13
and (b) an initial crack with shape a0/c0 = 0.92.
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Figure B.8: Stress intensity factors for mode I along the crack front for (a) a =
0.15mm and a/c = 0.67 and (b) a = 12.7mm and a/c ≈ 0.775.
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Figure B.9: Fatigue life N as a function of initial crack depth a0 and initial crack
size a0/c0.



Appendix C

Cover plates

In this appendix the study of beams with cover plates with transverse fillet welded
ends is presented. The experimental data is obtained from Fisher et al. (1969) and
a short review of the experiment is given in Section 2.1. The data analysed herein,
comes from fatigue experiments tested under different stress ratios. However, the
minimum stress in the stress range had no influence on the fatigue life for the cover
plates with transverse fillet welds at the ends. Therefore, the different stress ratios
can be included in the same regression.

C.1 Experimental data

Only data corresponding to the three following criteria is included: (1) welded
girders; (2) the width of the flange plate is wider than the cover plate; and (3)
there is a transverse fillet weld between the flange plate and the end of the cover
plate. The type of detail is illustrated in Figure C.1. The welded girders showed
slightly higher fatigue life, due to differences in residual stresses, compared to the
rolled girders. However, in the data collected in Brozzetti et al. (2018) the data for
welded and rolled beams are analysed together. Welded girders with cover plates
with a thickness corresponding to 1.5 times the thickness of the flange are referred
to as CWA, CWB and CWC – where A refers to steel material A36, B to A441
C to A514. The different steel materials did not affect the fatigue strength, nor
did the thickness of the cover plate. The data from 61 experiments, corresponding
to CWA, CWB and CWC are gathered in Table C.1, Table C.1 and Table C.1,
respectively. Experiments for welded girders with A36 material with cover plates
with a thickness corresponding to 2.0 times the thickness of the flange are referred
to as CTA and the results are gathered in Table C.1. Experiments for welded girders
with A36 material with two cover plates (one on top of the other) are referred to
as CMA and the results are gathered in Table C.5. All specimens failed from a
fatigue crack initiating at the weld toe of the transverse fillet weld, except for one
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Figure C.1: S-N curve for the cover plate solution CWA, CWB, CWA, CTA and
CMA with a failure at the toe of the transverse fillet weld at the end of the cover
plate.

case in CWC which failed at the top of the weld (this value was excluded from the
regression analysis). The data in Tables C.1 to C.5 is plotted in Figure C.1 and a
linear regression analysis as described in Section 3 was made (with t = 1.658 for a
one-tailed 95% confidence interval and n− 2 = 118 degrees of freedom). The mean
regression line and the standard deviation are:

logN = 11.9239− 3.1113 log ∆σ; δ = 0.0853 (C.1)

which gives a fatigue strength at 2 million cycles of 64MPa for a survival probability
of 50% and 57MPa for a survival probability of 95%.

If all the data from the 190 specimens (instead of the 120 used herein), covering
welded beams and rolled beams with cover plates of different sizes, a fatigue strength
of 56MPa at 2 million cycles and 95% survival probability would have been achieved
with a slope m = 3.08, according to Brozzetti et al. (2018).
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Table C.1: Fatigue experimental data for cover plated details CWA. The stress
range is taken in extreme fibre [MPa] (in the vicinity of the transverse fillet weld
of the flange). Data taken from table F1 in Fisher et al. (1969). No runouts were
obtained among the 20 specimens.

Specimen
number

Stress range
∆σr [MPa]

Fatigue life N
in kilocycles

CWA-132 110.3 393.3
CWA-133 110.3 336.7
CWA-142 137.9 168.1
CWA-143 137.9 288.2
CWA-152 165.5 93.7
CWA-153 165.5 85.0
CWA-222 82.7 654.5
CWA-223 82.7 724.3
CWA-232 110.3 316.5
CWA-233 110.3 328.6
CWA-242 137.9 159.0
CWA-243 137.9 147.8
CWA-312 55.2 2693.1
CWA-313 55.2 2453.2
CWA-322 82.7 777.6
CWA-323 82.7 657.8
CWA-332 110.3 344.1
CWA-333 110.3 297.2
CWA-342 137.9 180.3
CWA-343 137.9 172.0
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Table C.2: Fatigue experimental data for cover plated details CWB. The stress
range is taken in extreme fibre [MPa] (in the vicinity of the transverse fillet weld
of the flange). Data taken from table F2 in Fisher et al. (1969). No runouts were
obtained among the 20 specimens.

Specimen
number

Stress range
∆σr [MPa]

Fatigue life N
in kilocycles

CWB-132 110.3 356.3
CWB-133 110.3 289.9
CWB-142 137.9 154.2
CWB-143 137.9 170.5
CWB-222 82.7 667.1
CWB-223 82.7 708.6
CWB-232 110.3 264.1
CWB-233 110.3 317.9
CWB-242 137.9 172.0
CWB-243 137.9 149.4
CWB-251 165.5 83.1
CWB-301 41.4 6317.0
CWB-312 55.2 1976.5
CWB-313 55.2 2277.9
CWB-322 82.7 757.1
CWB-323 82.7 747.1
CWB-332 110.3 314.3
CWB-333 110.3 295.4
CWB-342 137.9 203.9
CWB-343 137.9 159.9
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Table C.3: Fatigue experimental data for cover plated details CWC. The stress
range is taken in extreme fibre [MPa] (in the vicinity of the transverse fillet weld
of the flange). Data taken from table F3 in Fisher et al. (1969). No runouts were
obtained among the 21 specimens. * Indicates a failure at the top of the weld.

Specimen
number

Stress range
∆σr [MPa]

Fatigue life N
in kilocycles

CWC-132 110.3 482.8
CWC-133 110.3 546.6
CWC-142 137.9 295.0
CWC-143 137.9 254.3
CWC-152 165.5 137.4
CWC-153 165.5 170.7
CWC-222 82.7 848.3
CWC-223 82.7 1310.9
CWC-232 110.3 382.1
CWC-233 110.3 498.0
CWC-242 137.9 242.8
CWC-243 137.9 260.0
CWC-251 165.5 154.1
CWC-312 55.2 5698.6*
CWC-313 55.2 3409.2
CWC-322 82.7 1004.7
CWC-323 82.7 1220.0
CWC-332 110.3 378.0
CWC-333 110.3 440.8
CWC-342 137.9 245.4
CWC-343 137.9 220.3
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Table C.4: Fatigue experimental data for cover plated details CTA. The stress
range is taken in extreme fibre [MPa] (in the vicinity of the transverse fillet weld
of the flange). Data taken from table F8 in Fisher et al. (1969). No runouts were
obtained among the 30 specimens.

Specimen
number

Stress range
∆σr [MPa]

Fatigue life N
in kilocycles

CTA-131 110.3 320.1
CTA-132 110.3 391.9
CTA-133 110.3 265.5
CTA-141 137.9 160.3
CTA-142 137.9 121.2
CTA-143 137.9 122.6
CTA-151 165.5 80.7
CTA-152 165.5 105.0
CTA-153 165.5 83.3
CTA-221 82.7 949.4
CTA-222 82.7 951.1
CTA-223 82.7 976.9
CTA-231 110.3 342.7
CTA-232 110.3 357.8
CTA-233 110.3 472.5
CTA-241 137.9 172.0
CTA-242 137.9 166.8
CTA-243 137.9 226.4
CTA-311 55.2 3728.6
CTA-312 55.2 3679.3
CTA-313 55.2 3217.9
CTA-321 82.7 1011.0
CTA-322 82.7 855.7
CTA-323 82.7 1186.4
CTA-331 110.3 334.1
CTA-332 110.3 598.4
CTA-333 110.3 433.4
CTA-341 137.9 184.6
CTA-342 137.9 141.4
CTA-343 137.9 273.9
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Table C.5: Fatigue experimental data for cover plated details CMA. The stress
range is taken in extreme fibre [MPa] (in the vicinity of the transverse fillet weld
of the flange). Data taken from table F7 in Fisher et al. (1969). No runouts were
obtained among the 30 specimens.

Specimen
number

Stress range
∆σr [MPa]

Fatigue life N
in kilocycles

CMA-131 110.3 427.4
CMA-132 110.3 411.8
CMA-133 110.3 592.6
CMA-141 137.9 150.0
CMA-142 137.9 190.0
CMA-143 137.9 217.9
CMA-151 165.5 112.3
CMA-152 165.5 80.8
CMA-153 165.5 101.2
CMA-221 82.7 904.3
CMA-222 82.7 1033.7
CMA-223 82.7 755.1
CMA-231 110.3 373.8
CMA-232 110.3 345.7
CMA-233 110.3 481.1
CMA-241 137.9 166.4
CMA-242 137.9 185.7
CMA-243 137.9 188.4
CMA-251 165.5 84.5
CMA-301 41.4 8946.2
CMA-311 55.2 3211.1
CMA-312 55.2 4979.0
CMA-313 55.2 4798.2
CMA-321 82.7 778.5
CMA-322 82.7 632.1
CMA-323 82.7 919.2
CMA-331 110.3 423.1
CMA-332 110.3 503.2
CMA-333 110.3 371.4
CMA-341 137.9 189.6
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Figure C.2: Global and local model used for the analysis of the cover plate solution.

C.2 Numerical model

According to Fisher et al. (1969) the effect on fatigue strength based on the thick-
ness of the cover plate was not significant. However, in the numerical model one
thickness had to be chosen. Arbitrarily, experimental batch corresponding to a
cover plate thickness 1.5 times the thickness of the flange plate was picked. No con-
tact behaviour between the cover plates and the main girder was used. Excluding
the contact behaviour was motivated by similar normal stresses and shear stresses
perpendicular to the plane of the crack. Comparing a model with "hard" contact
conditions between the cover plates and the girder resulted in stresses less than 1%
higher compared to the modelling technique used herein. A fracture mechanical
analysis was avoided for the model with "hard" contact conditions due to the small
increments and that several steps were required to ensure convergence, which would
have resulted in an infeasible CPU-time if a crack would have been introduced. In
total two global models and three sub-models were used. The smallest sub-model is
illustrated together with its corresponding global model in Figure C.2. The smallest
sub-model and corresponding global model were used for the 10 first crack sizes.
The mesh in the smallest sub-model ranged from 0.1mm to 0.5mm arranging at
least three elements along the weld toe. In the global model the mesh varied from
0.9mm to 20mm. The weld toe radius was set to 1mm.

C.3 Results

45 combinations of initial depth a0 and shape a0/c0 was randomly selected within
the domain of possible values (0.1 ≤ a0 ≤ 0.4mm and 0.1 ≤ a0/c0 ≤ 1.0). 31
of these combinations were evaluated, the remaining 14 were not processed due to
difficulties in meshing which could not be overcome by the automatic script and was
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Figure C.3: 31 combinations (blue) of initial parameters, a0 and a0/c0 used in the
LEFM analysis, within the domain of possible values. The 14 combinations that
could not be analysed are illustrated in red.

therefore disregarded. The 31 combinations within the domain of possible values
is illustrated in Figure C.3. Fitting these 31 points to a polynomial surface was
done with the curve fitting tool box in Matlab and resulted in the third degree
polynomial given in Equation 4.7. The constants in the third degree polynomial
are given in:

p00 = 0.06976; p10 = −0.2613; p01 = 0.09234
p20 = 0.7172; p11 = −0.09152; p02 = −0.08844
p30 = −0.7963; p21 = 0.1381; p12 = 0.003907
p03 = 0.03785

(C.2)

The difference between the fatigue life evaluated from Equations 4.7 and Equa-
tion C.2 and a separate crack propagation in Franc3D gave 4.8% higher fatigue
life which shows a sufficient agreement between the polynomial equation and the
obtained value from Franc3D. A crack with a0 = 0.1mm and a0/c0 = 0.1, was
studied.

Crack shape evolution
The fatigue crack evolution of two initial cracks a0/c0 = 0.14 and a0/c0 = 0.92
are illustrated in Figure C.4 and Figure C.5. As can be seen, irrespective of initial
crack it convergence towards the same shape, with an aspect ratio of a/c ≈ 0.5.
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Figure C.4: Crack shape evolution for (a) an initial crack with shape a0/c0 = 0.14
and (b) an initial crack with shape a0/c0 = 0.92.
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Figure C.5: Crack shape evolution for (a) an initial crack with shape a0/c0 = 0.14
and (b) an initial crack with shape a0/c0 = 0.92.
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Figure C.6: Stress intensity factors for mode I along the crack front for (a) a =
0.15mm and a/c = 0.67 and (b) a = 4.6mm and a/c ≈ 0.5.

Stress intensity factor distribution
Stress intensity factor (SIF) solutions for the initial crack depth of a = 0.15mm
and a ratio a/c = 0.67 and for the final crack with a = 12.7mm and a/c ≈ 0.775
are presented in Figure C.6(a) and (b), respectively for the experiment in Fisher
et al. (1969) and for a nominal stress of 64MPa.

Fatigue life
The fatigue life N as a function of the initial crack depth a0 and initial crack size
a0/c0 is illustrated in Figure C.7. This was produced for a nominal stress of 64MPa
and C = 7.59× 10−14.
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size a0/c0.



Appendix D

Load-carrying fillet welded
connection

In this appendix the study of a load-carrying fillet welded connection is presented.
The experimental data is obtained from Koenigsberger and Green (1953) and the
specimen geometry is given in Figure 2.5 (b) and covers mostly (7 out of 10 speci-
mens) failure at the end of the longitudinal weld in the gusset plate. The configu-
ration in Figure 2.5 (a) with a failure in the angle plate, could not be studied due
to the unavoidable stress singularity.

D.1 Experimental data

The experimental data published in Koenigsberger and Green (1953) for the exper-
iment with proportional welding did not indicate which specimens that failed by a
crack growing in the gusset plate and which failed from a crack growing in the angle
plate. However, as a conservative measure, all specimens with proportional weld-
ing will be used to estimate the fatigue strength for a crack growing in the gusset
plate. The stress range is calculated as the external load, initially given in British
tons, divided by the area of the gusset plate. The experimental data are given in
Table D.1. The data presented in Table D.1 is analysed using Equations 3.1 to
3.11. The Student’s t distribution table, given in most statistical textbooks, gives
t = 1.860 for a one-tailed 95% confidence interval and n−2 = 8 degrees of freedom.
The mean regression line and the standard deviation are:

logN = 13.07− 3.481 log ∆σ; δ = 0.122 (D.1)

which gives a fatigue strength at 2 million cycles of 88MPa for a survival probability
of 50% and 75MPa for a survival probability of 95%. The SN-curve is given in
Figure D.1.
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Table D.1: Fatigue experimental data for load-carrying fillet welded connections
with proportional welding. Data taken from Koenigsberger and Green (1953). No
runouts were obtained among the 10 specimens.

Stress range
∆σr [MPa]

Fatigue life N
in kilocycles

67.0 8724.2
74.7 2688.9
87.6 1247.1
100.5 1310.0
113.4 772.6
126.3 632.4
139.2 468.1
154.7 288.5
165.0 227.8
190.7 132.1
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Figure D.1: S-N curve for the load-carrying fillet welded connection with propor-
tional welds.
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D.2 Numerical model

A close up of the global models are illustrated in Figures D.2 (a) and D.3 (a), the
sub-models used are illustrated in Figures D.2 (b) and D.3 (b). Two sets of global
models and sub-models were used in order to minimize the computational time. The
local mesh in the sub-models had to be kept considerably smaller than required by
the convergence analysis, due to meshing problems for a few crack sizes and shapes.
Therefore, the sub-models are considerably smaller than the models presented in
previous appendices. The size of the sub-models did not affect the results to any
noticeable degree. The global models were meshed with 10-node quadratic tetra-
hedrons, with a mesh size varying from 10mm to as small as 1mm in the vicinity
of the sub-model. The sub-models were meshed with 10-node tetrahedrons with a
mesh size of 0.5mm (except for at the contour region). The mesh is illustrated in
Figure D.4 for one of the global models and sub-models. The gusset plate and the
welds were modelled as one part and the angle plates were connected to the welds
through tie constraints. No contact conditions were formulated between the gusset
plate and the angle plates – this simplification was verified and produced stress
intensity factors ≈ 2% higher than the model containing hard contact conditions
between the gusset plate and the angle plates, see the comparison in Figure D.5
for a crack with a depth of 0.1mm and with an aspect ratio a/c = 0.1. Due to
symmetry only half of the specimen was modelled and at the ends of the angle
plates symmetry boundary conditions were applied restricting movement in the 1
direction. A boundary condition and a uniformly distributed load was applied to
the end of the gusset plate as illustrated in Figure D.6 – the boundary condition at
the end of the gusset plate prevented movement in the 2 and 3 direction. To avoid
a singularity at the weld toe at the location of the crack, the end of the longitudinal
weld had to be extended and partly wrapped around the end of the angle plate, as
indicated in Figure D.7, this modelling technique might not correspond that well
with the actual welding configuration. The weld toe radius ρ was set to 1mm.
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Master surface
Slave surface

(a) (b)

Figure D.2: (a) a close-up of the global model and (b) the sub-model, used to
calculate the stress intensity factors for a crack depth of up to 10mm. The figure
is also illustrating the master/slave regions used for the tie constraints.

Master surface
Slave surface

(a) (b)

Figure D.3: (a) a close-up of the global model and (b) the sub-model, used to
calculate the stress intensity factors for a crack depth beyond 10mm. The figure is
also illustrating the master/slave regions used for the tie constraints.

D.3 Results

45 combinations of initial depth a0 and shape a0/c0 was randomly selected within
the domain of possible values (0.1 ≤ a0 ≤ 0.4mm and 0.1 ≤ a0/c0 ≤ 1.0). 35
of these combinations were evaluated, the remaining 10 were not processed due to
difficulties in meshing which could not be overcome by the automatic script and was
therefore disregarded. The 35 combinations within the domain of possible values
is illustrated in Figure D.8. Fitting these 35 points to a polynomial surface was
done with the curve fitting tool box in Matlab and resulted in the third degree
polynomial given in Equation 4.7. The constants in the third degree polynomial
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Figure D.4: Illustrating the mesh of the global model and sub-model.
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Figure D.5: Showing the stress intensity factor corresponding to mode I, for a model
with and without hard contact conditions between the angle plates and the gusset
plates.
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Figure D.6: Illustrating the entire model and the regions where the boundary con-
ditions (B.C:s) and loads were applied.

weld wrapped around
 the end of the angle plate

Figure D.7: A close-up of the end of the longitudinal fillet weld, partly wrapped
around the end of the angle plate.
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Figure D.8: 35 combinations (blue) of initial parameters, a0 and a0/c0 used in the
LEFM analysis, within the domain of possible values. The 10 combinations that
could not be analysed are illustrated in red.

are given in:

p00 = 0.0634; p10 = −0.17; p01 = 0.05063
p20 = 0.5128; p11 = −0.08871; p02 = −0.0362
p30 = −0.6341; p21 = 0.1513; p12 = 0.0008747
p03 = 0.01354

(D.2)

The difference between the fatigue life evaluated from Equations 4.7 and Equa-
tion D.2 and a separate crack propagation in Franc3D gave 0.4% lower fatigue
life which shows a sufficient agreement between the polynomial equation and the
obtained value from Franc3D. A crack with a0 = 0.1mm and a0/c0 = 0.1, was
studied.

Crack shape evolution

The fatigue crack evolution of two initial cracks a0/c0 = 0.13 and a0/c0 = 0.92 are
illustrated in Figure D.9 and Figure D.10. As can be seen, irrespective of initial
crack it convergence towards the same shape with an aspect ratio of a/c ≈ 0.825.
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Figure D.9: Crack shape evolution for (a) an initial crack with shape a0/c0 = 0.13
and (b) an initial crack with shape a0/c0 = 0.92.
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Figure D.10: Crack shape evolution for (a) an initial crack with shape a0/c0 = 0.13
and (b) an initial crack with shape a0/c0 = 0.92.
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Figure D.11: Stress intensity factors for mode I along the crack front for (a) a =
0.15mm and a/c = 0.67 and (b) a = 12.5mm and a/c ≈ 0.825.

Stress intensity factor distribution
Stress intensity factor (SIF) solutions for the initial crack depth of a = 0.15mm
and a ratio a/c = 0.67 and for the final crack with a = 12.7mm and a/c ≈ 0.775
are presented in Figure D.11(a) and (b), respectively for the experiment in Fisher
et al. (1969) and for a nominal stress of 88MPa.

Fatigue life
The fatigue life N as a function of the initial crack depth a0 and initial crack size
a0/c0 is illustrated in Figure D.12. This was produced for a nominal stress of
88MPa and C = 4.93× 10−15.
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Figure D.12: Fatigue life N as a function of initial crack depth a0 and initial crack
size a0/c0.


